
 

 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: BURST & INSPIRAL GROUPS 

FROM: RAUHA RAHKOLA 

SUBJECT: BURST GROUP MINUTES 

DATE: 2/24/2003 

In attendance: 

• CIT – R. Drever, J. Sylvestre, A. Weinstein 

• MIT – S. Ballmer, L. Cadonati, S. Chatterji, E. Katsavounidis, D. Shoemaker 

• LHO – F. Raab, R. Rahkola 

• LLO – S. Marka, N. Zokov 

• GEO – S. Mukherjee 

• Goddard – J. Camp, J. Cannizzo 

• LSU – J. Giami, E. Daw 

• PSU – M. Ashley, L. S. Finn, J. McNabb, P. Sutton, A. Stuver, T. Summerscales 

• Syr – P. Saulson 

• UF – S. Klimenko 

• UO – I. Leonor, R. Schofield 

• UWM – P. Brady 

GEO REPORT 

 (Martin H. by proxy) Things are improving – able to lock power-recycled 
Michelson for ~1hr with little down time (88% duty cycle overnight).  Plan to continue 
optimizing power-recycled IFO (including an in-vacuum mirror-heater to control mirror 
curvatures while locked).  After this, will begin locking signal-recycled IFO, then 
perform characterization and signal checks before joining the S2 run. 

 (Soma M.) Probably expect to join in the last two weeks of the run. 
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 (Szabi M.) A reminder that merged frames with the four LIGO/GEO g.w. 
channels & some environmental channels are being stored ~30min. behind real-time on 
the HPSS server at Caltech.  These frames are available to the CIT, MIT, and UWM 
LDAS clusters.   GEO’s g.w. channel is fake data, but the environmental channels from 
GEO are real. 

S2 RUN STATUS 

1. ETGs – (Alan W.) Everything is running smoothly.  Please look at the online 
ETG summary page (http://lancelot.mit.edu/~cadonati/S2/BurstProd/S2-
burstETGplots.html) In the future, hope to test the effectiveness of various 
highpass filters and Sam F.’s proposed basebanding method.   Ed D. thinks 
that some DSO parameters have to be changed for the basebanding test. 

2. Peter S. asks why the excess power trigger rate for L1 seems to have 
increased over 1000 events/job lately?  Others think this increase is 
intermittent and is perhaps tied to the daytime activity at LLO. 

3. Playground analysis of background rates – (Julien S.) Running in real-time at: 
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/~jsylvest/S2/coin/index.html.  Peter S. asks 
whether there is an explanation for the excess of events in L1H2 coincidence 
over the expected background rate?  As Daniel had suggested via email, 
some increase in the background rate  could account for this excess. 

S2 DATA QUALITY STATUS 

1. Trigger Rates – (Laura C.) Production of ETG summaries is running smoothly, 
incorporating suggestions made by Daniel.  Now includes a daily summary 
(updated every hour).  The colors used in the Rate vs. Time plots correspond 
to the colored thresholds in the Strength histogram plots.  The events above 
the 3-sigma threshold should give a measure of IFO stability, while the 50-
sigma threshold flags the loudest events.  Sam F. notes that the 
log(strength)/log(number) is relatively constant for excess power and slope 
ETGs, but not the case for tfclusters.  Laura C. will look into plotting 
tfclusters events by frequency bin or by the loudest events. 

2. Glitches – (Stefan B.) has created a DMT monitor which writes filtered time 
series around a trigger, given a set of channels and a set of channels and 
filters.  This can be used, and Stefan is using it, to look at the biggest ETG 
triggers. 

(Rauha R., Fred R.) At LHO it appears that glitch rates increase with decreased 
IFO performance (partly visible in SenseMon trends).  Also, oscillating band-
limited power is correlated with increased glitch rates in both IFOs.  Steady, 
high blrms is associated with lower-than-normal glitch rates.  High blrms over 

http://lancelot.mit.edu/~cadonati/S2/BurstProd/S2-burstETGplots.html
http://lancelot.mit.edu/~cadonati/S2/BurstProd/S2-burstETGplots.html
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/~jsylvest/S2/coin/index.html
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wide bands hide the low frequency glitches better than narrow-band blrms.  It 
would be better to correlate narrow-band blrms with increased glitch rates.  
These narrow-band blrms’s are also being trended by DataQual, and are 
available via DMT Viewer and DataViewer. 

3. Stationarity – (Fred R.) H1 is much improved, mainly due to WFS alignment 
control, but also more recently with a new filter which damps the BS 
pendulum resonance and decreases power fluctuations.  Variation in 
SenseMon over several hours is a few percent.  Peter S. asks whether we have 
an idea of a possible epoch veto for the three IFOs.  Laura C. replies it is 
worrisome that L1 and H2 have order-of-magnitude excursions in the band-
limited power (H1 is much more well-behaved!).  However, perhaps an epoch 
veto will become apparent by looking more at the playground data. 

(Soma M.) has looked at E7 and S1 data to tune a method for determining the 
amount of long-term non-stationarity.  Will look at S2 data and report at a 
later time. 

PRE-S2 INJECTION RESULTS 

(Sergei K.) Looked at sine-Gaussian (SG) bursts with WaveBurst DSO, esp. at H1H2 
coincident bursts.  A summary of results are available at: 
http://www.phys.ufl.edu/LIGO/bursts/injectF13.pdf.  Higher thresholds (loudest 
events) show plots which better match expectations (page 2).  Looking at the loudest 
events for SGs at different frequencies (page 3), the 100Hz SG (black dots) and the 153Hz 
SG (green dots) injections are detected with much lower strength in H2, which means 
that H2 has the highest lower limit for detecting burst strengths.  For a sanity check on 
the WaveBurst DSO, verified that SGs were detected in the middle of the GPS second 
(page 4).  Peter S. suggests it may be helpful to understand the rate of bursts which occur 
with zero power in one of the two IFOs, as this plays a role in the effectiveness. 

S2 SCIMON INSTRUCTIONS FOR MONITORING BURST SEARCH 

Stefan will point his DMT monitor to look for machine artifacts associated with 
the largest bursts. 

S1 ANALYSIS STATUS 

1. Untriggered search – (Alan W.) Need to verify with Jolien C. that S1 
calibration is correct before re-running over S1 data.  Patrick B. states that 
inspiral group has already run over S1 data using the correct time-dependent 
calibration data. 

2. Triggered search – (Szabi M.) Soumya M. has distributed an update within the 
triggered search group addressing some of the concerns addressed during the 

http://www.phys.ufl.edu/LIGO/bursts/injectF13.pdf
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last presentation.  This update will be posted soon and an email pointer sent 
to the Burst group. 

S2 status – currently have received 5 triggers, but direction information for 
most of them is somewhat unclear.  Unsure if it’s possible to use triggers 
without clear direction information.  Rauha R. will look into the range of 
time delays corresponding to direction error boxes. 

3. Paper writing plans – (Peter S.) Sam submitted a rough outline to CVS, but 
details are pending responses from the various people responsible for writing 
the sections. 

MEETING ADJOURNED 
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